
DEPARTMENT OF HINDI

SEMESTER-1: PAPER 1 ( GadyaDarpan
Katha sindhu)- 4 CREDITS

CO1 To make students understand the value of literature.

CO2 Help students develop good reading writing comprehending skills

CO3
To make them learn life skills and human values and ethics through good essays and
prose lessons.

CO4
The stories collected in this paper make the student understand the relation of society
with women, culture, family concepts in our country.

CO5 To familiarize the students with the various elements/aspects of Prose

SEMESTER-2: PAPER 2 ( GadyaDarpan
Katha sindhu )- 4 CREDITS

CO1 Enabling the students to develop grammar skills

CO2
To Enable the students to understand the value of life ,good deedsandstart looking at
the world with a total positive and humanistic approach.

CO3 Apply the language in our daily life activities.

CO4
Understanding the various genres of Prose via  essay, sketch, travel description and
autobiography.

CO5
Understanding the Hindi stories with reference to characters,storline,economical
political and social state of life.

SEMESTER-3: PAPER 3 ( Kavya nidhi
Hindi sahitya



ka itihaas) - 3 CREDITS

CO1
Enabling the students to enjoy good poetry and understand the rich heritage of Hindi
literature.

CO2 Developing creative literary skills in students.

CO3
Understand Doha and follow the ethics insisted by the poets which inculcate moral
values.

CO4
Introducing the trends of "Adikaal" and importance of sidh,Nath,Jain,Boudh,Rasoand
laukik sahitya.

CO5
Understanding the introduction and different trends of "Bhakti Kaal".
Describing the cults of Santh Kavya,Sufi Kavya,Ram Kavyaand Krish Kavya.

SEMESTER-4: PAPER 4( Kavya nidhi
Hindi sahitya

ka itihaas )- 3 CREDITS

CO1
To make students understand the importance of old and new literature and the vital
role played by literature in moulding ones personality.

CO2
To make students develop good translation and communication skills to face
challenges of today's competitive world.

CO3
Describing the introduction and different trends of "Ritikal" and also the literary
trends of Riti Badh,Riti Sidh and Riti mukth  Kavya

CO4
Understanding the features of Chayavad Prayogvad,Pragativad,Nair
Kavitha,samkaleen kavitha,along with the leading poets.

CO5 Describing the development of writing of prose during the pre and pro Independence.

SEMESTER 5 -3 CREDITS

CO1
To make the  students understand the important role of Hindi language as Global
language ,importance of translation.



CO2
To make the students understand various aspects of language asampark Bhasha link
language and official Language, RajBhasha and  RashtraBhasha.

CO3 Identify the details of the Hindi language family.

CO4 Understanding the meaning,concept and importance of Functional language.

SEMESTER 6- 3 CREDITS

CO1
To make the students know how and type of role is played in various social media
platforms and employability skills to be developed

CO2
Studying The role of translation in change in multilingual society and imparting
Cultural intellectual respect.

CO3
Understanding the meaning, concept and importance of Journalism
Understanding the role of translation in journalism.

CO4
Studying The different phases Hindi me sthrivadi sahitya,Dalit sahithya,Adivasi
Sahithya,Alpsankyak sahithy.


